Blockade of Sea Begins to Pinch Neutral Nations

BY LARRY NIX

REUTERS

For its eighth straight day the United States announced that it would maintain its blockade of neutral nation. This move came as a surprise to many, as previous reports had indicated that the blockade would be lifted. The blockade, which has been in effect since December 1939, has caused significant disruptions to the economies of many countries, particularly those that rely on trade with the United States.
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UNIQUE HIGHWAY LINKS FINLAND TO ITS VITAL HARBOR

Only one to Arctic Ocean Brings Petsamo Closer.

The war in Finland continues to escalate with the recent move by the Soviet Union to create a new Arctic highway. This highway, which runs from Petsamo to Petsamo, is the only one that links Finland to the Arctic Ocean and will undoubtedly have a significant impact on the region.

Unemployment Increases as Trade Wanes.

The economic situation in Finland continues to worsen as trade with the United States declines. The unemployment rate has risen sharply, with many workers losing their jobs as a result of the blockade.
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The blockade has led to a significant increase in unemployment in Finland. Many workers have lost their jobs as trade with the United States has declined. The situation is particularly dire in the cities, where unemployment rates have soared.

The War in Finland

Moscow Claims Advances.

The longest advances were reported on the Karelian Isthmus, where Soviet forces have been making significant gains. The situation is particularly critical in the region, where Soviet tanks, armored cars, and aircraft have been employing a combination of artillery and infantry.

Russian landing parties in icy Arctic circle

Russian landing parties in icy Arctic circle sign.
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IN THE AIR

In the air, enemy planes on Dec. 9, 1940, strongly fortified port on Bothnian Gulf. Stockhol, making it necessary for enemy to withdraw from its bases. Enemy planes on Dec. 9, strongly fortified port on Bothnian Gulf.
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